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1   Purpose 
1.1 This document establishes the guide for using and managing the Procurement Integrated 
Enterprise Environment (PIEE) hierarchy. Recognizing the importance of ensuring the PIEE 
hierarchy’s functionality amid structural changes, business rules and best practices have been 
agreed upon by the PIEE Hierarchy Working Group in the interest of the larger PIEE hierarchy 
consumer community and documented within.  
 
1.2 Department of Defense (DoD) Components should note that the contents of this document do 
not replace any guidance contained within the Federal Acquisition Regulation (FAR) or the 
Defense Federal Acquisition Regulation Supplement (DFARS). Should conflicts exist between 
this document and any formal policy documents, the FAR, DFARS, and Financial Management 
Regulation (FMR) are the prevailing Government regulations.   
 
 

2 Background 
2.1 Consistently identifying offices which perform procurement functions within their overall 
organizational structure is important for reporting of contract actions and other awards, for 
comparative analysis, and for role assignments within various systems. Over the years, different 
systems developed different hierarchies, hampering reporting and analysis. Separate hierarchies 
require individual management systems, including touchpoints for users desiring system access. 
This duplication of management in turn had the potential to generate excessive overhead costs. 
Defense Pricing and Contracting (DPC) has worked with the Services to correct this issue and 
enable them to build out a single procurement-focused standardized hierarchy for the Department 
of Defense, and publish this hierarchy in PIEE in 2018. To do this, DPC merged the hierarchies 
used in the Federal Procurement Data System (FPDS) and Wide-Area Workflow (WAWF), and 
solicited input from the DoD Components to create a single, standardized hierarchy that portrays 
the organization from a procurement perspective, but which also considers finance and logistics 
equities. A standard hierarchy ultimately promotes system design efficiency, enables more 
accurate reporting of procurement actions, enables better comparative analysis of actions, and 
allows easier assignment of roles in procurement support systems. 
 
2.2 This guide has been developed in collaboration with the DoD Components to minimize the 
impact of making changes to the PIEE hierarchy and institute business rules and best practices 
for hierarchy management. The overarching objectives of this effort are to enable stakeholders 
to: 
 

• Create and maintain a hierarchy that accurately reflects the organization’s chain of 
command. 

• Provide Government Administrators (GAMs) with necessary information to aid in their 
administrative responsibilities. 

• Ensure that each GAM has a manageable span of control, and each GAM’s responsibility 
is limited to offices that they have direct oversight and close knowledge of. 

• Allow changes to be made to the hierarchy efficiently without causing negative 
downstream operational impacts. 
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• Provide a role and responsibility guide for what account maintenance and access 
functions are expected to be performed at various levels within the PIEE hierarchical 
structure. 

• Access an authoritative standard hierarchy that can be utilized internally and distributed 
on an FOUO basis to external DoD partners.  

 
 

3 PIEE Hierarchy Structure 
3.1 Housed in PIEE, the Procurement, Finance, and Logistics (PFL) hierarchy combines multiple 
previously disparate organizational hierarchies into one standard hierarchy. The hierarchy uses 
the Department of Defense Activity Address Code (DoDAAC) as the unique identifier for an 
organization and has up to seven levels in which DoDAACs are collected into Groups: 
 

• Level 1: Federal Department or Agency (e.g. Department of Defense) 
• Level 2: Services and Agencies  
• Level 3: Major Commands or Office Level 
• Level 4: Operational Level 
• Level 5: Operational Level 
• Level 6: Operational Level 
• Level 7: Operational Level 

 

 
 

Figure 1 – PIEE Hierarchy Level Structure 
 
 
3.2 Note that a DoDAAC is not the same as an organization’s Unit Identification Code (UIC). 
For Army users especially, both of these codes may begin with a ‘W.’ It is imperative that when 
a user is registering for roles within PIEE that the user search for their DoDAAC and not their 
UIC, as the PIEE hierarchy utilizes DoDAACs and not UICs as the identifier of a unit within an 
organization’s command structure (i.e. the Group). 
 

DoD

Service/Agency

Command

Operational Levels
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3.3 For Groups within levels 1-3, a DoDAAC is not required for a Group to exist within the 
hierarchy structure. E.g. “Navy, Department of the” and “NAVSEA” are not required to have a 
DoDAAC assigned to the Level 2 (Navy) or Level 3 (NAVSEA) Group. However, Groups at 
levels 4-7 do require at least one DoDAAC to be present. E.g. “NSWC Corona” requires at least 
one DoDAAC to be associated with the Group, because it is a Level 4 organization under DoD 
(Level 1), Navy (Level 2), and NAVSEA (Level 3). 
 
3.4 Below is an example of the Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA)’s hierarchy 
structure, spanning Levels 1-5. Further below is a closer view of a subset of DCMA’s hierarchy 
for increased legibility. 
 

 
 

Figure 2 – DCMA PIEE Hierarchy Example 
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Figure 3 – DCMA PIEE Hierarchy Example (DCMA Subset) 

 
 
 
3.5 The PIEE PFL hierarchy is refreshed daily and can be exported from PIEE’s Management 
Reporting System (MRS). This report includes the location code (specified by either a DoDAAC 
or a Group Record) for each Group within the PIEE hierarchy. Note that a Group Record 
identifier is generated within PIEE. Many Groups will have both a Group Record (number 
assigned to the Group when it is created in PIEE) as well as a DoDAAC. These Groups are 
labeled with the full path from DoD (Level 1) down the reporting structure to each appropriate 
terminus, with each level separated by a backslash. For details on the PIEE hierarchy API, please 
see Section 6.  
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3.6 Example: Defense, Department of\Navy, Department of the\Chief, Bureau of Medicine and 
Surgery (BUMED)-Naval Medical Logistics Command (NMLC)\Navy Medicine West 
NAVMEDWEST\NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER SAN DIEGO CA\13TH DENTAL 
COMPANY MCAS SAN DIEGO CA 
 

• Level 1: Defense, Department of 
• Level 2: Navy, Department of the 
• Level 3: Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED)-Naval Medical Logistics 

Command (NMLC) 
• Level 4: Navy Medicine West NAVMEDWEST 
• Level 5: NAVAL MEDICAL CENTER SAN DIEGO CA 
• Level 6: 13TH DENTAL COMPANY MCAS SAN DIEGO CA 

This Group in the PIEE hierarchy is defined by both a DoDAAC and a Group Record, which are 
as follows: 

• DoDAAC: N35735 
• Group Record: 511100016393 

 
3.7 Note that as users register for roles within PIEE, it is imperative that users are assigned to the 
level most specific to their role within the DoD. In the example included in section 3.5, a user at 
the Level 6 Group is a Navy employee, but the user must register for roles assigned to their 
actual unit, e.g. “13TH DENTAL COMPANY MCAS SAN DIEGO CA,” not “Navy, Department 
of the.”  
 
3.8 To request access to the PFL hierarchy in the PIEE MRS, please submit an email request to 
WAWF_eBiz_Suite@dla.mil. 
 
 

4   PIEE Hierarchy Change Management 
4.1 Selected organizational terms as applicable to PIEE are defined below: 

• Level 1 Organization: Department of Defense, or other Cabinet-level agency 
• Level 2 Organization: Component, i.e. Service (e.g. Department of the Army) or Agency 

reporting directly to the Secretary of Defense (e.g. USSOCOM) 
• Level 3 Organization: Major Command or equivalent reporting structure within a 

Service/Agency (e.g. NAVSEA) 
• Level 4-7 Organization: Lower-level operational offices within an organization’s 

reporting structure 
 
 
Management by Tier: 
 
4.2 Reporting structures for the largest DoD Components are often summarized at the Major 
Command level (Level 3). As such, Group names for Levels 1-3 at the following organizations 

mailto:WAWF_eBiz_Suite@dla.mil
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are managed by the Office of the Secretary of Defense (OSD). Group names for Levels 1-3 are 
not permitted to be altered by these Components unless there is a reorganization at the Level 3 
Group. In this case, a change request must be submitted to OSD (see paragraph 4.4) to 
implement reorganization of the hierarchy in PIEE between the 1st through the 5th of each month 
(see paragraphs 4.5 and 4.6). Group names for Levels 4-7 may be altered by these Components 
to the depth needed.  
 

• Department of the Army 
• Department of the Navy 
• Department of the Air Force 
• Defense Logistics Agency (DLA) 
• Defense Contract Management Agency (DCMA) 
• Defense Finance and Accounting Service (DFAS) 

For example, the Navy would be able to alter Group names as needed at the lower levels of 
Navy’s hierarchy, but only OSD would be able to implement a change to Navy’s structure at the 
Major Command level. 

4.3 For the remaining Other Defense Agencies (ODAs), Group names for Levels 1-2 are 
managed by OSD and are not permitted to be edited by the Agencies. Group names for Levels 3-
7 may be altered by these agencies to the depth needed. This difference in OSD’s level of 
management at the ODAs is due generally to the smaller size of these organizations and more 
general management by the Level 2 (Agency) organization rather than the Level 3 (Major 
Command) organization typical of the larger Components.  
 
4.4 For all changes to OSD managed levels of the PIEE hierarchy, change requests should be 
sent to all of the following POCs at least one week in advance of the desired implementation 
date. 
 

• DPC: Ms. Lisa Romney and Ms. Jovanka Caton at osd.pentagon.ousd-a-s.mbx.dpc-
cb@mail.mil 

o Please include ‘PIEE Hierarchy Change Management’ in the subject line. 
 

• PIEE PMO: WAWF_eBiz_Suite@dla.mil 
 
 
Timing for Structural Hierarchy Changes: 
 
4.5 Significant changes to the PIEE hierarchy structure are only permitted to be made during the 
1st through the 5th day of each month. Because downstream systems will be consuming the PIEE 
hierarchy, advance knowledge of when significant changes should be made is paramount. 
Significant changes are defined as follows: 
 

• Any change within a Level 1, Level 2, or Level 3 structure for Agencies with a Major 
Command (or equivalent) structure reporting to a Level 3 Group 

• Adding or removing Groups within Level 4-7 
 

mailto:osd.pentagon.ousd-a-s.mbx.dpc-cb@mail.mil
mailto:osd.pentagon.ousd-a-s.mbx.dpc-cb@mail.mil
mailto:WAWF_eBiz_Suite@dla.mil
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4.6 Exceptions to making significant PIEE hierarchy changes outside of the aforementioned 
permissible timeframe are listed below: 
 

• Addition of a new DoDAAC within a pre-existing Group at any level 
• Changes for DoDAACs in Theater  

 
 
Roles and Responsibilities: 
 
4.7 For all changes to levels of the PIEE hierarchy directly managed by the Component and not 
via a change request to OSD, the responsibilities of each of the available support roles are below. 
A table of step-by-step resource guides that explain how to make the GAM actions below is 
found in Appendix A.  
 

• Level 3-7 Government Administrator (GAM) 
o Group Management:  

 View the entire structure under the jurisdiction of their Group 
o User/Role Management (for their Group/Subgroup(s) and one Group below):  

 Reset passwords and certificates 
 Activate, deactivate, and archive user roles 
 View user roles and role activation reports (including disabled accounts) 

 
• Level 2 Government Administrator (GAM) 

o Group Management:  
 Move an entire structure under the jurisdiction of their Service/Agency 
 Move location codes, add Subgroups, rename Groups, remove/archive 

Groups 
o User/Role Management (for their Service/Agency):  

 Reset passwords and certificates 
 Activate, deactivate, and archive user roles 
 View user roles and role activation reports (including disabled accounts) 

 
• PIEE PMO 

o Group Management: Administer Groups and Subgroups by adding, renaming, 
moving, or deleting Groups in the Group structure, and adding or moving 
locations in the Group structure. 

o Location Management: Administer locations by editing locations, adding 
extensions, editing extensions, and viewing location and extension data. 

o History Management: Review historical data for database tables. 
o Table Management: Administer database tables by adding, editing, deleting, and 

viewing table data. 
o Subject Matter Expert (SME) Management: Manage Subject Matter Experts 

(SME) by Application and/or Location Code. 
o User/Role Management: Administer database tables by adding, editing, deleting, 

and viewing table data. 
o Web Service Administration: Administer database tables by adding, editing, 

deleting, and viewing table data. 
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o Additional Administration: Administer database tables by adding, editing, 
deleting, and viewing table data. 

 
 
Process for DoDAAC Addition or Archival within the Hierarchy: 
 
4.8 DoDAACs are updated in PIEE via a nightly feed from the Defense Automatic Addressing 
System (DAAS). Any newly activated DoDAACs will be added to an AWAITING DODAACS 
folder within PIEE. When a DoDAAC is first added to the hierarchy, the Level 2 GAM must 
contact the PIEE Help Desk to add the DoDAAC either to a specific Group or to their Archived 
DoDAACs Group, generally located at the Level 3 within their Service or Agency’s hierarchy. 
Once the DoDAAC has been added to an existing Group in the hierarchy under the Level 2 
GAM’s span of control, the Level 2 GAM is able to move the DoDAAC between Groups as 
necessary. 
 
4.9 For example, if a new DoDAAC is activated that belongs to the Navy, the Navy’s Level 2 
GAMs would need to contact the PIEE Help Desk to have the DoDAAC added either to the 
specific Group already existing in PIEE, or temporarily to the Navy’s Archived DoDAAC 
Group. The latter option may be convenient if the Navy needs to create a new Group (E.g. with 
the creation of a new office), and the Navy Level 2 GAM could create a new Group in the 
appropriate location within the PIEE hierarchy. The Navy Level 2 GAM could then move the 
new DoDAAC from their Archived DoDAAC Group into the newly created Group, and Navy 
users could begin registering for roles within that Group. 
 
4.10 When a DoDAAC is made inactive, it is the responsibility of a Service or Agency’s Level 2 
GAM to move the DoDAAC from its active Group to their Service or Agency’s Archived 
DoDAAC Group. 
 
4.11 Level 2 GAMs have the capability to delegate their authority to GAMs in Level 3-7 Groups. 
If a Level 2 GAM wishes to allow a Level 3-7 GAM to make structural changes (following the 
proper change management practices outlined in Section 4.4), the Level 2 GAM should 
designate the Level 3-7 GAM as a Level 2 GAM within the same organization, and then may 
remove this Level 2 GAM designation after the necessary tasks have been completed. 
 
 

5   Metrics  
5.1 PIEE does not currently have requirements to enforce the span of control or limit the number 
of users or DoDAACs within each level or Group of the PIEE hierarchy. Major differences in 
operations of different Components also require different spans of control for those in oversight 
positions. For the following metrics, Components should be aware of the span of control which 
their GAMs are being expected to oversee: 

• Number of DoDAACs per Group 
• Number of Active Users per Group 
• Ratio of Level 3-7 GAMs to Active Users 
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5.2 The metrics corresponding to the following categories should be maintained as close to zero 
as possible, as it is beneficial for all Groups to have a GAM to ensure local management. 
However, it is recognized that these metrics may fluctuate above zero for short periods of time 
before the GAM(s) responsible are able to implement appropriate actions: 

• Number of Groups without a GAM 
• Number of Active Users in Groups without a GAM 
• Number of DoDAACs awaiting assignment to a Group 

 
 

6   PIEE Hierarchy API 
6.1 The PIEE hierarchy is stored and managed in PIEE and is available for other systems to 
leverage via interface. This hierarchy can be used as a service outside of PIEE for any system 
that relies on the PIEE hierarchy. The intent is for the PIEE hierarchy to constantly be in sync 
with all Integrated Award Environment systems, including FPDS and the System for Award 
Management (SAM). This is being done manually today and is planned to be automated in the 
future. Other entities within the Federal Government and DoD may choose to leverage this 
interface. 
 
6.2 PIEE will provide the ability to download the hierarchy lookup Simple Object Access 
Protocol (SOAP) 1.2 Web Service. This web service is meant to allow systems to retrieve 
hierarchy details such as the full Group structure or location codes. Entities that wish to utilize 
the PIEE hierarchy can register for the API by contacting WAWF_eBiz_Suite@dla.mil. 
 
6.3 Below is the standard configuration for interfacing with the PIEE hierarchy. The specific 
details of each interface should be further defined in the Interface Control Document (ICD) 
between the PIEE PMO and the consuming system. 
 

• Interfacing systems should pull all additions, modifications, or deletions within the PIEE 
hierarchy via a change request daily. 

• Interfacing systems should consume the PIEE hierarchy via a full refresh monthly. 
• Interfacing systems should consume the PIEE hierarchy and make necessary updates 

before processing other actions that depend on the PIEE hierarchy. 
• PIEE will inform interfacing systems of any interface interruptions. 
• PIEE will inform interfacing systems of any large moves (entire levels 2, 3, or 4). 
• PIEE will inform interfacing systems of any high level (levels 2, 3, or 4) additions and 

removals. 
 
6.4 It is anticipated that during FY20 the General Services Administration (GSA) will begin to 
use the PIEE Hierarchy API in production to populate and maintain the DoD portion of the 
Federal Hierarchy in the Beta.SAM environment.  Beta.SAM will include the Federal-wide 
required capabilities for entity registrations, posting business opportunities, and reporting 
contract awards, among other capabilities.  The Federal Hierarchy is intended to be used by all 
Federal-wide systems (not just those capabilities in Beta.SAM itself) that are required for 
procurement and assistance-related processes.  GSA plans to use the API to ingest DoD’s PIEE 
hierarchy changes on a daily or weekly basis, and reconcile with a full replacement monthly or 

mailto:WAWF_eBiz_Suite@dla.mil
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quarterly.  Once the API is implemented, the DoD will no longer make manual changes to its 
hierarchy in Beta.SAM.  Until implemented, the Office of the Under Secretary of Defense 
(OUSD) for Acquisition and Sustainment (A&S), Defense Pricing & Contracting (DPC) will 
continue to manage the DoD hierarchy in Beta.SAM to keep it in synch with the DoD PFL 
hierarchy in PIEE. 
 
6.5 US Bank, as part of the Smart Pay 3 (SP3) contract, will consume the PIEE Hierarchy API to 
populate and maintain the DoD Hierarchy relationship to the Total Business Reporting (TBR) 
Hierarchy used for Government Purchase Card (GPC) business transactions. The crosswalk 
between the PIEE hierarchy and TBR will enable reporting back to the procurement authority for 
the individual GPC cardholders regardless of how they have established their TBR structure 
from a financial management perspective.  The PIEE Hierarchy API will provide US Bank with 
a list of valid DoDAACs and Groups to ensure access within the TBR tool aligns to the PIEE 
PFL hierarchy as well as the Joint Appointment Module (JAM). In order to ensure that US Bank 
is in sync with the PIEE hierarchy, US Bank intends to ingest the entirety of the PIEE hierarchy 
via the API on a monthly basis, and will ingest incremental changes daily. 
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Appendix A   Step-by-Step GAM Hierarchy Management                  
Instructions 

The PIEE Web Based Training link below houses step-by-step instructions for GAMs to make 
changes to their hierarchy: https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml. 
 
 

Capability Level 2 GAM Level 3-7 GAM Online Training 
Add a new Subgroup YES (at any level under 

Service/Agency) 
NO Access All PIEE Administration Web 

Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – Group Management’ 
to access the training 

Rename a Group YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

NO Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – Group Management’ 
to access the training 

Add location codes 
from “AWAITING 
DODAACS” 

NO NO Location codes in an organization’s 
AWAITING DODAACS folder must 
be moved into the organization’s 
hierarchy by the Help Desk before the 
Level 2 GAM is able to move the 
location code further. 

Move location codes YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

NO Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – Group Management’ 
to access the training 

View entire Group 
structure 

YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (at any level 
under Group) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – Group Management’ 
to access the training 

Move Groups YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

NO Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – Group Management’ 
to access the training 

Delete Groups YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency, only if 
they do not have 
dependent Subgroups)  

NO Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – Group Management’ 
to access the training 

Reset passwords for 
users 

YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (for users only 
within their Group 
and one Group 
below) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – User Role 
Management’ to access the training 

https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
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Reset certificates for 
users 

YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (for users only 
within their Group 
and one Group 
below) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – User Role 
Management’ to access the training 

View user roles YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (for users only 
within their Group 
and one Group 
below) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – User Role 
Management’ to access the training 

Activate user roles YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (for users only 
within their Group 
and one Group 
below) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – Approval Role’ to 
access the training, and also see 
‘GAM – User Role Management’ 
training 

Deactivate user roles YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (for users only 
within their Group 
and one Group 
below) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – User Role 
Management’ to access the training 

Archive user roles YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (for users only 
within their Group 
and one Group 
below) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – User Role 
Management’ to access the training 

View role activation 
reports 

YES (at any level under 
Service/Agency) 

YES (for users only 
within their Group 
and one Group 
below) 

Access All PIEE Administration Web 
Based Training via This Link -> Click 
‘Administration Console Demos’ -> 
Click ‘GAM – User Role 
Management’ to access the training 

Delete users NO NO N/A, PIEE Administrator is the only 
role with this capability. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
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https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
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https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
https://wawftraining.eb.mil/wbt/xhtml/wbt/piee/index.xhtml
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Appendix B   Frequently Asked Questions (FAQs) 
Q1: Who can update the Group structure? 
A1: Level 2 GAMs and the PIEE PMO. 
 
Q2: How are new DoDAACs added to WAWF? 
A2: A feed from DAAS will update WAWF with new location codes that can be moved into the 
Group structures by the PIEE PMO. The Level 2 GAM must contact the Help Desk to request 
that the DoDAACs be added to the appropriate Group, and the Level 2 GAM is then able to 
rearrange Groups as necessary within their organization’s hierarchy. 
 
Q3: What is the difference between a Group and a location code? 
A3: A Group is a container for multiple location codes. A location code is a DoDAAC or a 
Group Record. 
 
Q4: Why is there a separate group structure for NCCS? 
A4: The NCCS group structure is separate in order to prevent interaction between groups with 
differing requirements leveraging the same location codes. 
 
Q5: Why are the group structures for PFL and NCCS different? 
A5: The group structures are different because the use of NCCS and PFL often leverage different 
location codes and require different levels of oversight. 
 
Q6: Why am I listed or not listed as a GAM? 
A6: GAM roles must be registered for in PIEE and approved by a supervising GAM within the 
PIEE structure. 
 
Q7: Will I receive notification e-mails for DoDAACs as the feed from DAAS indicates new 
DoDAACs are awaiting assignment as a Location Code in PIEE? 
A7: Users will not receive notification e-mails for DoDAACs as they feed to PIEE from DAAS. 
It is the Level 2 GAM’s responsibility to contact the PIEE Help Desk to allocate new DoDAACs 
either to the ARCHIVED DODAAC Group to be moved into the appropriate Group(s) by the 
Level 2 GAM or directly into the appropriate Group by the PIEE Help Desk. 
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Appendix C   Glossary of Terms 
GAM: A GAM (as defined in PIEE) is a Government Administrator. A GAM has a specific set 
of capabilities depending on which Location Codes a GAM is assigned, as defined in Appendix 
A. 
 
Group: A Group is the name of the office alternatively identified by a DoDAAC or other 
Location Code. “Defense, Department of;” “Navy, Department of the;” and “Chief, Bureau of 
Medicine and Surgery (BUMED)-Naval Medical Logistics Command (NMLC)” are all Groups 
within the full path “TOP\Defense, Department of\Navy, Department of the and “TOP\Defense, 
Department of\Navy, Department of the\Chief, Bureau of Medicine and Surgery (BUMED)-
Naval Medical Logistics Command (NMLC).” 
 
Group Name: The group name is the name assigned to a Location Code at a specific node 
within the hierarchy. The group name is generally the name of a specific office. E.g. “Defense, 
Department of;” “Navy, Department of the;” “NAVSEA;” and “NSWC Corona” are all separate 
Group Names. 
 
Group Record: A Group Record is a Location Code which is not a DoDAAC assigned to a 
Group in PIEE. If a Group is not associated with a Group Record, it is associated with a 
DoDAAC. 
 
Location Code: A location code is an identifier associated with a group within the hierarchy 
structure. A location code is generally a DoDAAC, or a Group Record.  
 
MRS: MRS is the Management Reporting System available within PIEE. This is where a list of 
all groups within the PIEE hierarchy can be downloaded. 
 
PFL Hierarchy: The PFL hierarchy is the hierarchy stored in PIEE. PFL stands for 
Procurement, Finance, and Logistics. The PFL hierarchy report is available for download from 
MRS. 
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